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Thank you for participating in the FEI Sports Forum. Your comments are very important to us.
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LadanyiKovacsZoli
April 25 195.228.181.193

Suggestions of the Hungarian Driving Committee
1. Development of levels for horses and drivers: Elite sport CAI-A** & CAI-A*, Aftergroth Sport CAI-B** & CAI-
B*, Amateur Sport CAI-C, Junior sport CAIP-Ch, CAIP-J, CAIP-Y
2. During an FEI event the competitor should not be restricted by the use of any electronic aids such as: Gps
navigation, Radio communication
3. Scoring system: A sport is only valuable if the sporting achievement can be immediately followed and
understood. For that reason the scoring system has to be reformed.
3a. Dressage counted in percentage rather than scores of points, with balancing coefficient.
3b. Marathon must be calculated in accumulated seconds, in order to have stage results and final result
immediately at measuring points. It is necessary to make it easy understandable for all.
3c. Cones timed event with immediate results.
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Elite sport (traditional three day events):
- Measure the level of the top horses and elite drivers within equal circumstances
- Pruduce the stars of the sport
- Motivate drivers to come to the sport
- Organizing top events for the people who are not involved
- Attracting media interest
- Bring new sponsors to the sport
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Aftergrouwth sport (two day events):
- Ensure the sustainable development of sport
- Possibility of sport for young drivers
- Testing young horses on competitions
- Starting to know the sport with lower budget
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Mass sport = Amateur sport (one day events):
- Establish the competitions of the amateurs
- These amateurs will be the spectators of the top events
- They are the market of equestrian industry: (Harness makers, Carriage makers, Horse breeders, Stabling
euipment makers, Feeding)
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Junior sport:
- Organized sporting possibily for children
- Motivating the competitive spirit and bind children to the sport
- Bind children to horse
- Growing the number of the enthusiast sport funs
- Bring the whole family to the sport

LadanyiKovacsZoli
April 25 195.228.181.193

In Hungary the stars are already shining! The Hungarian Driving Committee has already introduced the new
levels in the National Championship in 2013.
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Elite Sport CAI-A**
Point system according to the system of the Top Driver Award (for ** event extra 10 points)
It is not allowed to organize CAI-A** with lower level competition together.
Dressage team FEI11, pairs FEI8B, etc.
Marathon max. 8 fix obstacles with 6 gates
Cones 250 m/min. +20 cms
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Elite Sport CAI-A* and Aftergrouth sport CAI-B** (two day events)
Point system according to the system of the Top Driver Award (for ** event extra 10 points)
It is recommended to organize CAI-A* with CAI-B** competition together.
CAI-A* Dressage team FEI11, pairs FEI8B, etc.
CAI-B** Dressage 6A
Marathon max. 7 fix obstacles with 6 gates (Easier marathon for younger horses and drivers)
Cones 250 m/min. +30 cms (Easier cones for younger horses and drivers)
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Aftergrouth sport CAI-B* (two day event) and Amateur sport CAI-C (one day event)
Point system according to the system of the Top Driver Award
It is recommended to organize CAI-B* with CAI-C competition together.
Dressage team FEI11, pairs FEI8B, etc.
Marathon max. 4-5 soft or heavy marathon obstacles with 4-5 gates (only one section, driver need to log in to
vet 30 min. before starts. warm up is his responsibility, 10 min. before starts log in at vet again, compulsory
rest and then start)
Cones 230 m/min. +30 cms
Amateur drivers collect points in their championship in cones, but if they participate in the dressage they can
earn extra points.
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This how we organized National Championship in Hungary in 2013. The drivers should qualify for the
Cathegory A, first 3 from B list can compete in the next season. For level B and C you don't have to qualify. For
the Final of Level A only 15 best four-in-hands, 20 best pairs and 10 best singles can qulify. Hungarian
regions can create teams for the team competion. National Aftergrouth Championship is organized on a
separate competition (three best qualifying to the level A) National Amateur Championship is also another
event, each region sends its best three drivers according to the point system.
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The motivation of the sport is the result. We would like to ask FEI, to make a centralized results center for
driving sport for each level. We did it in Hungary, the scoring offices can upload results directly to the database
from Excel file. We can control the drivers and organizers through this on-line system. See:
http://nevezes.fogatsport.hu

laetitiagillieron_FEI
April 29 77.59.251.114

@LadanyiKovacsZoli 
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Leave a Comment

   

Your input is highly appreciated and we thank you for your comments and suggestions posted on the online
Platform further to the Driving Round Table. We have taken good note of your proposals and will study them
for the new FEI Driving Rules.

Should we need any further information, we will contact you by email.

Kind regards,

Bettina de Rham
FEI Director Driving
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